JOIN THE NEXT GENERATION OF STEM INNOVATORS

Present your original research and compete at a professional level for scholarships and recognition at the Junior Science and Humanities Symposium (JSHS).

JSHS is open to high school students in grades 9-12. Students are invited to present results from their original STEM research investigations to a forum of peer and practicing researchers at regional symposia held across the country.

4,500 students participate in 48 regional symposia throughout the United States, Puerto Rico, and DoD Dependents Schools in Europe and Pacific.

$408,000 the total of undergraduate tuition scholarships that are awarded annually to regional and national student finalists.

JSHS is one of the nation’s longest running science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) competitions. JSHS is a collaborative effort between the research arm of the Department of Defense (DoD) and nationwide academic research institutions, and is administered by the National Science Teaching Association (NSTA).

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Regional symposia are held from January to March, and the National JSHS competition is held in April. Visit jshs.org to locate the Regional Symposium in your area, and for regional requirements and deadlines.

Email us at jshs@nsta.org or call us at 703.312.9206. adminstered by